FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JANUARY 16, 2024

Men’s and Women’s Beanpot Television, Streaming Details Announced

Beanpot Tournaments to Receive More Coverage Than Ever Before

AMESBURY, Mass. - The 2024 Men’s and Women’s Beanpot Tournaments will receive more coverage than ever before, available on NESN, ESPN+, and TSN+ across New England and North America starting with the Women’s Semifinals tonight, it was announced today in a joint release from the four competing institutions.

In addition to the annual robust coverage throughout New England on NESN, men’s and women’s Beanpot games will also be available across North America on ESPN+ and TSN+ for the first time ever. In New England, the men’s championship game on Feb. 12 will be available exclusively on NESN and NESN 360 while all women’s games and the men’s semifinals will see full coverage on NESN, ESPN+, and TSN+.

FULL COVERAGE DETAILS

Women’s Beanpot
January 16 - Semifinals (hosted by Harvard)
- Available on NESN, ESPN+, and TSN+ in Canada

January 23 - Third-Place and Championship Game (hosted by TD Garden)
- Available on NESN, ESPN+, and TSN+ in Canada

Men’s Beanpot (all games at TD Garden)
February 5 – Semifinals
- Available on NESN, ESPN+, and TSN+ in Canada

February 12 – Championship Game
- Available on NESN, NESN 360, ESPN+*, and TSN+ in Canada

About THE Beanpot

One of Boston’s most hallowed traditions, The Beanpot, returns to TD Garden this year with more prestige than ever – and with double the impact. The annual men’s college hockey tournament returns on the first two Mondays in February for the Dunkin’ Beanpot. And this year, for the first time ever, the Women’s Dunkin’ Beanpot Championship will be played at TD Garden on January 23, 2024. The Dunkin’ Women’s Beanpot Championship was announced last March and will showcase both the consolation and the championship games at TD Garden. The women’s semifinals are on Tuesday, January 16 and will be hosted at Harvard Bright-Landry Hockey Center.

* men’s championship will be restricted in Bruins territory on ESPN+
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